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AN ACT
PROVIDING FOR A COMPREHENSIVE REVISION OF THE CHARTER OF THE 
BANGKO SENTRAL NG PILIPINAS (BSP) BY AMENDING REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7653, 
OTHERWISE KNOWN AS “THE NEW CENTRAL BANK ACT”

Explanatory Note

No less than the 1987 Constitution mandates the establisliment of a central monetary 
authority that shall provide policy direction in the areas of money, banking, and credit, and exercise 
supervision over the operations of banks, finance companies and other institutions performing 
similar functions.

With these in mind. Congress enacted a new Central Bank law or Republic Act No. 7653 in 
1993 to replace the old one, which was in effect as early as 1948. While the old Central Bank law -  
Republic Act No. 265 -  was amended four times during its lifetime, the new law or R.A. No. 7653 
has never been changed in its 23 years of effectivity.

It is therefore imperative that R.A. No. 7653 -  the law that created the present Bangko 
Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) -  be revisited and amended accordingly to respond to the changing 
times. The prevailing situation 23 years ago are not the same as today and there is a need to redefine 
or clarify some concepts in the BSP charter in order to render it more effective.

This bill aims to amend the BSP charter to strengthen the institution and plug the supposed 
gaps and loopholes which the authors of the present law failed to anticipate 23 years ago.

One of the most important amendments of this proposed measure is to incorporate the 
promotion of full employment as one of two primary objectives of the BSP in its fomiulation of 
monetary policy, along with maintaining price stability.

It is the contention of the author that the inclusion of advancing full employment as one of 
the primary objectives of the BSP will have significant and positive effects on the country’s 
economic and financial development. It will also affinn the State’s mandate to make labor a 
primary social economic force.

Other salient provisions of the bill include the following:

• Establishing a mechanism for the full payment of the national government’s unpaid 
subscription to the BSP as mandated by R.A. No. 7653.

• Expanding the BSP’s supervisory powers to include credit card companies, e-money issuers, 
remittance agents and institutions perfonning similar functions.

• Deleting the provision which requires the confinnation of the BSP Governor by the 
Commission on Appointments.

• Proposing that no member of the Monetary Board, including the BSP governor and vice 
governors, shall be elected as director, or employed as officer or employee, or hired as




















































































